
Cassidy Pianos

Phone: 023 80783009
Mobile: 07976 810094

Cassidy Pianos, founded in 1984, offers piano tuning, repairs and sales in and

around the Southampton, Winchester and Fareham areas. Shaun Cassidy is well

respected in the piano industry and amongst his many clients. He is always willing

to give professional, honest advice based on his extensive knowledge and many

years of experience in the piano industry. Please use this website to learn more

about Cassidy Pianos, request a tuning and browse our selection of pianos and

piano stools on sale. Please contact us if you need any more information. Cassidy

Pianos provides the following services:•    Tuning in Homes, Schools, Theatres and

Concerts Venues
•     Voicing
•     Minor on-site repairs
•     Full reconditioning service
•    Replacement broken strings
•     Supply and fit new castors
•     Advice on purchasing a new or second-hand piano
•     Valuation
•    Piano Sales
•    Piano Life Saver Installer  TuningYour piano is designed to sound its best when

regularly tuned to A440 pitch, which matches the pitch of other instruments. To

maintain this a piano needs to be tuned twice per year, even if it is not played very

often.  A piano may require a larger pitch adjustment to restore tuning stability,

which will involve more time and expense, if the piano has not been tuned regularly

or has been in excessively dry or humid surroundings. The working parts of you

piano are affected by wear and tear, and also need servicing every so often.Cassidy

Pianos covers Southampton, Winchester and Fareham; and, at extra cost,

Basingstoke and the Bournemouth area. Tunings and minor repairs are carried out

on site. More extensive repairs or reconditioning is carried out offsite in the
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type of piano you choose will depend on who it is for and how often it will be played

- from a complete beginner to a serious professional; the space available in your

home; the appearance of the piano in terms of a piece of furniture and the amount

of money you wish to spend. The price you pay will in general determine the quality

of the instrument, but the purchase of a good piano is seldom, if ever, a bad

investment. Every piano has an individual character in terms of touch and tone, so

choose one you have tried which feels and sounds right for you.Our online

catalogue contains the pianos currently available to buy as well as a selection of

Tozar stools for sale. Please contact us for more information on purchasing or to

arrange a viewing.If you are looking to sell your piano, if it is a modern piano, we

may be interested in buying it.  
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